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A B S T R A C T   

This paper presents an improved Sine Cosine Algorithm (ISCA) towards optimization of a DC-DC 
buck converter with employment of the proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller. Limi-
tations of the conventional Sine Cosine Algorithm (SCA) was hereby overcome through two 
separate alterations which pioneered a synergized employment of nonlinear equation to instru-
mental mechanism in revising the average location. Primary alteration tackled the issue of local 
optima by proposed instrumental function towards revision of average location. Secondary 
alteration then coordinated disproportional exploration and exploitation phases of the conven-
tional SCA by application of a nonlinear equation against the algorithm’s decreasing position- 
updated mechanism. Robustness of the proposed ISCA-PID approach was studied against pre-
ceding algorithm-based PID for DC-DC buck converter with respect to their step response, sta-
tistics regarding the analyzed objective function, time-domain integral-error performance, 
reaction to frequency, and resistance to disturbance and parametric uncertainties. Generated 
findings subsequently uncovered overshadowing efficacy of the proposed method over its algo-
rithmic predecessors towards exceptionally enhanced transitory response of the DC-DC buck 
converter.   

1. Introduction 

Volatility of a DC-DC buck converter fundamentally ensued its renowned implementation across vast industrial applications across 
differential fields of integrated technologies for generation of renewable energy [1], electricity-powered automobiles [2], automated 
devices [3], light-weighted electrical instruments [4] and as well as end user computing [5–10]. Robustness of the system is then 
capitalized its extensive power density, proficiency, affordability, agility, with being dependable towards particular operational speci-
fications [11]. Categorized as a switched-mode power supply (SMPS), lateral setup of electronic elements including diodes, transistors, 
inductors and capacitors, thus, enabled the system’s functionality towards voltage step-down [12]. Practical variants with the like of 
Sepic, Zeta, Cuk, Boost, Buck and Buck-Boost have also surfaced as among the types of contemporary DC-DC converters adopted towards 
instruments which demand transition of low DC voltage [11]. Nevertheless, obstacle rendering complications towards development of 
control blueprint within these converters was determined on the coordination of preferred output voltage under circumstances of un-
stable voltage input, weighed of included load and values of elements throughout the operating circuit. The desire to overcome such issue 
further propelled practical adaptation of numerous control mechanisms spanning wide extent of technical complexities. 
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Among others, the voltage-mode control was introduced as an initial control mechanism for such purpose [13]. Having observed a 
steady readjustment from the employed system across extended frequencies, outputs of the buck converter through implementation of 
voltage-mode control has, yet, accompanied deterioration from immense sensitivity of its loop gain to the least alteration in input 
voltage. With subsequent outlook by [14] proposed maneuvering of a DC-DC buck converter through Type-II and Type-III feedback 
compensators following installation of an error amplifier, the mechanism’s simplistic structure then came with an unsatisfactory 
handling stability. Furthering the resolution was the introduction of advanced control blueprint called sliding mode control (SMC) 
which utilizes a disconnecting control signal to forcibly command system’s transition in the cross-sectioned route to its regular ma-
neuver for reshaped mobility [15]. While effective and instantaneous directory reactions were demonstrated through such approach, 
real-time employment of SMC then revealed several shortcomings in the form of fluctuations in switching frequency, existence of 
steady-state error and prevalence of noise [16,17]. 

As such, adaptive backstepping controller which specified identification of compatible Lyapunov function was simultaneously 
recommended towards operationalization of DC-DC buck/booster converter [18]. Showcased efficacy towards actualized application 
through exploitation of the adaptive rules is, nonetheless, counterbalanced by the approach’s complicated layout and needed 
computation of redundant parameters [18,19]. Subsequently observed implementation of passivity-based control (PBC) towards co-
ordinated handling of buck/boost converter within the work of [20] has alternatively limited its optimal applicability beyond supe-
riorly modelled maneuvering of a DC-DC converter, besides its convoluted arithmetic requirements. Discussion centring previous 
exploration within this domain, therefore, corroborated unresolved hindrance in controller selection for DC-DC buck converter in light 
of the mechanisms’ retained layout complexity, operator’s requirement for extensive conceptual know-how, and reduced real-time 
precision on absence of modelled operational issues. The need to identify an utmost compatible control blueprint is hereby recog-
nized towards the overcoming of mentioned setbacks. 

Current proposition essentially pinpointed PID controller as the realistic control algorithm for DC-DC-buck converter. Note that the 
approach has remained vastly employed across an extensive span of industrial operations since its earlier inception, such application- 
wide approval was principally contributed by its minimized implementation requirement, simplified layout and functional proficiency 
[21]. Surfaced benefits then transpired multiple employments of PID-based approaches towards maneuvering of DC-DC buck con-
verters, as per reported in [22–24]. With the technical realization where optimized parameters of proportional, derivative and integral 
gains would directly correlate exhibited efficacy of the current mechanism, necessitated requirement for a suitable optimization 
approach further propelled initialization of techniques such as Ziegler and Nichols (ZN) as of the year 1942 [25], alongside consecutive 
introduction of alternative techniques including Cohen Coon [26,27], Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) [28], pole placement [29], 
and gain-phase margin [30]. Having observed application of PID controller as optimized by the ZN method towards DC-DC buck 
converter within the work of [31], repeated experimentation through the process of trial-and-error by [32] contemporaneously un-
covered subpar control precision under comparable implementation in term of extended proportional gains and overshoot with 
possible increase in oscillations from the method’s relatively vigorous executing nature across progressive simulations. Renewed 
scholastic outlook, thus, switched the preference for metaheuristic tuning towards parametric optimization of PID controller on the 
account of iteration-based problem-solving for shortcomings within conventional tuning approaches through uncovering the opti-
mized values at a global scale. Continuous expansion of the domain further exposed vast range of optimization techniques for the 
purpose of PID tuning to generate enhanced control precision from specified aspects of lowered settling interval, minimized overshoot 
and removed steady-state error. 

Metaheuristic algorithms have shown excellent performance in current application such as in determining software requirement 
optimization [33,34], dynamic software rejuvenation optimal time prediction [35], path planning, solving the shortest path problem 
[36,37], data mining process [38], data processing[39] and biology and medicine[40–42]. Likewise, metaheuristic tuning of PID 
controller has demonstrated improved performance of the implemented DC-DC buck converter in multiple occasions. Such can be seen 
in the report by Emami regarding implementation of Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) towards the aforementioned purpose, 
following successive rippling of a lowered output voltage from the DC-DC buck converter under maneuver of the optimized PID 
controller [43]. Comparison undertaken by Jalivand between algorithmic implementations of Bacterial Foraging Algorithm (BFA) and 
PSO towards parametric optimization of PID controller within structural layout which mirrored a DC-DC buck converter has uncovered 
superior operational outputs from the former technique [44]. Yusuf’s support for benefits, efficacy and structural modesty of the 
Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) technique to tune the parameters of PID controller used in maneuvering DC-DC buck converter was verified 
on its overshadowing performance against application of the Genetic Algorithm (GA) from a shorter settling interval, diminished 
steady-state error and speedier reaction [45]. Undertaken simulation to investigate the capacity of PID controller as optimally tuned by 
the Cuckoo Search Algorithm (CSA) for minimized integral square error with respect to preferred outputs from a buck/boost converter, 
thus, succeeded an enhanced control performance against implementation of both GA and PSO techniques on lowered settling interval 
and elevated stability [46]. Pioneering of revised Flower Pollination Algorithm (FPA) by the hierarchical searching approaches by 
Wiangtong for PID tuning of DC-DC buck converter defeated the optimization prowess of CSA on lower overshoot and heightened 
responsiveness to unstable load under the expense of overloaded computation across 1500 iterations [47]. Modernized approach to 
parametric optimization of PID for DC-DC buck converter saw the proposed engagement of Hybrid Whale Optimization Algorithm with 
Simulated Annealing (WOASAT) [48]. Having best-fitted resolution being determined by WOA prior attempting of Simulated 
Annealing (SA) towards finalized solution improvement and substitution, robustness of such hybridized technique would come with 
the price of complicated formula revision. Alternative tuning of PID controller towards enhanced performance of the DC-DC buck 
converter by mean of hybridized optimization technique saw an integration between Artificial Ecosystem-based Optimization (AEO) 
and the Nelder-Mead (NM) approach to overcome mediocre exploitation competency of AEO [49]. Workability of such decision was 
confirmed on outstanding results as yielded through implementation of the AEONM technique over its untouched AEO, PSO and DE 
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counterparts. Notable effectiveness of hybridized optimization techniques are conveniently observed from the results in [48] and [49] 
against standalone approaches for improved dynamism of PID-controlled DC-DC buck converter. Nevertheless, corresponding setback 
of immense computation from expansive determined coefficients and complicated formula revision need to be addressed through the 
search for other metaheuristic approaches pertaining lessen total coefficients. 

Among the succeeding metaheuristic approaches then prevailed Sine Cosine Algorithm (SCA) by Mirjalili for PID’s parametric 
identification which capitalized arithmetic functions of sine and cosine for search space exploration and exploitation between alternate 
routes to resolution of optimization issues [50]. Standardized performance appraisals substantially underlined the technique’s su-
periority to adjacent metaheuristic approaches including Firefly Algorithm (FA), Bat Algorithm (BA), Flower Pollination Algorithm 
(FPA), Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA), PSO, and GA [50]. Such track record is embellished by the technique’s uncomplicated 
execution, capable search operation and reduced needs for parametric confirmation [51] in comparison with recent optimization 
algorithms such as Slime Mould Algorithm (SMA) [52], RIME algorithm (RIME) [53] and Harris Hawks Optimization (HHO) [54]. 
Presented versatility nonchalantly drove massive industrial applications, with the like of power generation through wind energy [55], 
economic power dispatch planning [56], networking [57], PID controller [58,59], image processing [60], and estimation of 
state-of-charge [61]. Noteworthy feasibility of SCA towards parametric optimization of the PID controller within DC-DC buck con-
verter is supported through its previously discussed merits; yet, has not prevailed without any shortcoming. Primary concern high-
lights the degraded search ability of SCA from its disequilibrium in both undertaken exploration and exploitation. Recognized by the 
decreasing position-updated process within a conventional SCA through Eq. (3.4) which critically aids the one-way transition between 
the exploration and exploitation stages, exhibited linear transformation within such process is deemed less practical upon facing the 
need for nonlinear transformation within both stages in gaining an explicit global optima value. Equalized proportions between search 
domain exploring and exploiting, therefore, recognized the need for a compatible decreasing position-updated process. Secondary 
concern further uncovered the entrapment of search agent within the local optima which often correlates declined resolution variance, 
with lowered agent’s capacity for positional withdrawal from said local optima domain. Conveyed and shared knowledge among 
agents regarding each’s contemporary location amid the searching operation is proven detrimental under such circumstance from 
potential misguidance towards identical resolution domain with aggregate entrapment. Both identified obstacles should then be 
comprehensively assessed and tackled in fulfilling the development of an improved SCA technique. 

Current pursuit for the above-mentioned objective of improving the conventional SCA approach radically driven initiation of two 
technical alterations. Development of the improved Sine Cosine Algorithm (ISCA) primarily offset disequilibrium between exploring 
and exploiting measures by readjustment of decreasing position-updated process as undertaken by the conventional algorithm. The 
nonlinear curve is hereby controlled by adoption of specified nonlinear decreasing operation under compatibly established coefficient 
as proposed within the work of [62] in seek of greater volatility as enabled by identification of suitable nonlinear formula towards 
proportioning of respective globalized exploring and localized exploiting. The setback of local optima entrapment secondarily pushed 
the installation of instrument which revises each search agent’s average location as compulsory step in guiding its consequential 
withdrawal to assume further exploratory route pertaining assuring resolutions. This is achieved through revised location of individual 
agent within the operationalized instrument upon computed average across contemporary location of respective agent and the 
destination reference or best-fitted solution. The intention of appraising underlying efficacy of the updated ISCA approach was 
underlined through parametric identification of PID controller for effective maneuver of DC-DC buck converter by simulated virtue of 
statistical boxplots, non-parametric assessments, transient reaction, responsiveness to frequency, time-domain integra-
l-error-performance indices, disturbance rejection and effectiveness against varying parameters. Besides the conventional SCA, 
generated outputs were contrasted alongside alternative algorithmic approaches of AEO, AEONM, PSO and DE [49]. Complete study 
would advance major contributions of  

I. Pioneering the implementation of both SCA and the currently introduced ISCA towards parametric optimization of the PID 
controller within a DC-DC buck converter.  

II. Instrument which revises each agent’s average location was initialized through the updated ISCA approach. Such installation 
aided the withdrawal of agent trapped within the local optima domain to sustain its motions for unexplored route on possible 
solutions.  

III. Disequilibrium between the exploration and exploitation phases was addressed through reformed decreasing position-updated 
process of the conventional SCA by employment of nonlinear formula as reported in [62]. Collective endeavor pioneered an 
integrated outlook between both instrument which revises agents’ average locations and the nonlinear formula in [62]. 

IV. Performance evaluation of the introduced ISCA approach against preceding tuning algorithms from [49] for parametric opti-
mization of PID controller used to maneuver the DC-DC buck converter enclosed numerous benchmarked assessments including 
response analysis, statistical performance analysis, time-domain integral-error-performance, frequency response analysis, 
disturbance rejection and parameter uncertainties analysis. 

The current manuscript is structured as per: Key implementation and designing of the PID controller and the DC-DC buck converter 
are deliberated in Section 2. Section 3 shifted the attention for comprehensive interpretation of ISCA approach as currently developed 
towards parametric optimization of PID controller. Section 4 corroborates and contrasts the performance efficacy of PID controller as 
optimized by ISCA to its previous algorithm-based counterparts by standardized attempt of statistical boxplot analysis, non-parametric 
test analysis, transient response analysis, frequency response analysis, and time domain-based integral-error performance indices. The 
paper is conclusively summarized in Section 5. 
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1.1. Description of DC-DC buck converter 

This section describes the conceptual layout overseeing implementation of PID as a controlling mechanism within the DC-DC buck 
converter. Arithmetic model for the DC-DC buck converter is primarily outlined. This is then followed by explanation regarding 
employment of the PID controller towards said application. 

1.2. Modelling of the DC-DC buck converter 

The DC-DC buck converter has been known for its classification as a switched-mode power supply (SMPS). Operating though 
intermittent switching of power output under immense frequency known as pulse wide modulation, the application essentially 
functions to lower higher level DC voltage. The circuit diagram presented in Fig. 1, thus, depicts a DC-DC buck converter which 
comprised the main source of DC voltage, voltage output, load resistance, filter inductor, filter capacitor, a switch and a diode as 
denoted by respective notation of Vg, V0, R, L, C, S and D. Parametric specifications of the illustrated circuit for this study are then listed 
in alongside values for the appropriated reference voltage, Vref = 3V, and switching frequency, fs = 40kHz, as thoroughly adopted 
from the work of [49]. Assumption is further endorsed in accordance with [49,63] on the application’s linear setting. Whereas 
arithmetic modelling for the DC-DC buck converter has been operationalized by mean of a switching signal-flow graph where 
modification would be attempted towards the application’s circuitry arrangement upon contrasting switch conditions. Derivative 
process targeting specified model is simultaneously detailed within the work of [63]. Small-signal model of the application has also 
been exhibited in Fig. 1. Undertaken derivation by utilization of the Mason gain formula subsequently developed the arithmetic 
function for closed-loop transference in DC-DC buck converter as written by: 

Gvd(s) =
ΔV0(s)
ΔD(s)

= Vg .
1

LC

s2 + s
RC + 1

LC
(1)  

1.3. PID controller for DC-DC buck converter system 

A short review enclosing application of PID controller towards closed-loop manoeuvre of DC-DC buck converter for sustainable 
voltage output which conforms the appropriated magnitude is given within this section. A block diagram illustrating PID controller as 
employed within the DC-DC buck converter is primarily given in. Being a control method, which complied the feedback mechanism by 
identification of existing inaccuracy within application’s output signal to its reference signal, parametric layout of the PID controller is 
hereby assumed by totalling of proportional, integral and derivative gains as independently represented by notations Kp, Ki, and Kd 

towards effective proceeding of control performance. Fundamentally, initialized computation of the error voltage, ΔVe(s), through 
revealing apparent discrepancy between signals for the output voltage, ΔV0(s), and appropriated voltage, ΔVref (s), would succeed well- 
fitted drafting of Kp, Ki, and Kd for the purpose of diminishing error voltage, ΔVe(s). Generated output at the side of PID would then 

Fig. 1. DC-DC buck converter circuit and small signal model [49].  
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transpire actual manoeuvre of the DC-DC buck converter in achieving satisfactory transient reaction off output of ΔV0(s) with sub-
stantial removal of steady-state error. Arithmetic equation governing transference process of the PID controller is hereby written as: 

GPID(s) = Kp +
Ki

s
+ Kds, (2)  

with the system’s closed-loop transfer function in Fig. 2 being written as per the following: 

Tclosed− loop(s) =
ΔV0(s)
ΔVref(s)

=
Gvd(s) × GPID(s)

1 + Gvd(s) × GPID(s)
, (3)  

where demonstrated output transitions and reference voltages are independently denoted by notations ΔV0(s) and ΔVref(s). 
Replacing Eqs. (1) and (2) towards Eq. (3) would consequently uncover the system’s finalized closed-loop transfer function, with: 

Tclosed− loop(s) =
216000 ×

(
Kds2 + Kps + Ki

)

(0.0006s3 + s2 + 6000s + 216000) ×
(
Kds2 + Kps + Ki

), (4)  

where Table 1 is referenced for parameters of the DC-DC buck converter. The current study is hereby set to tackle aforementioned issue 
concerning control layout for rapid transient reaction, minimized overshoot and removal of steady-state error through acquisition of 
optimized parameters for PID controller towards enhanced operational outcomes of the DC-DC buck converter (Fig. 3). 

2. Improved sine cosine algorithm (ISCA) 

Explanation is given within the current section regarding implementation of the proposed ISCA algorithm towards parametric 
optimization of DC-DC buck converter with employment of the PID controller. Brief description centring the conventional SCA 
approach is primarily outlined, followed by a thorough discussion outlining alterations as undertaken within the ISCA approach. 
Subsequent explanation then delineates the tuning process by execution of ISCA algorithm towards parametric optimization of the DC- 
DC buck converter with PID controller. 

2.1. Review of sine cosine algorithm (SCA) 

This section focused inclusive consideration of the conventional SCA approach towards identification of its superior attributes and 
risen shortfalls which demand practical improvement. Being an algorithm founded by a multi-agent mechanism, the method as 
introduced by Mirjalili (2016) has based its inspiration from fundamental attributes of both sine and cosine functions. As such, primary 
exploration as initiated by the algorithm sets to obtain the global optima by developing an array of search agents as haphazardly 
scattered across the appointed search domain in seek of counteracting optimization issues comparable to that of the following: 

arg min
Xj(1), Xj(2), .…

fj
(
Xj(k)

)
(5)  

where both objective function and position vector for agent j are independently represented by respective notation of fj and Xj. The 
current algorithm essentially resembles other optimization methods on differentiated iterative mechanisms between both exploration 
and exploitation phases. Undertaken process precipitously integrates arbitrary solutions across an array of solutions within the earlier 
exploration phase under immense impermanence of obtaining an assuring domain. However, a comparatively delayed process towards 
arbitrary solutions is adhered in the later exploitation phase with profoundly lesser randomized alterations against its preceding phase. 
Such tuning sequence would perpetually persist prior achievement of the maximum iterations. Locations pinpointing individual agent 
are further revised in accordance with the following: 

Xij(k+ 1) = Xij(k) + r1.sin(r2).
⃒
⃒r3Pi − Xij(k)

⃒
⃒, (6)  

Xij(k+ 1) = Xij(k) + r1.cos(r2).
⃒
⃒r3Pi − Xij(k)

⃒
⃒, (7)  

where current location for agent j within the ith dimension of i = 1, 2, ..., d corresponding iteration k is denoted by notation Xij(k), with 
destination reference within the ith dimension being further denoted by notation Pi. Streamlined outlooks then denote the destination 

Fig. 2. DC-DC buck converter with PID controller.  
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position vector which housed element Pi for acquisition of the finest solution using notation P, with the absolute value being simul-
taneously denoted by notation ‖. Integration of both equations are then employed as per the following: 

Xij(k+ 1) =
{

Xij(k) + r1.sin(r2).
⃒
⃒r3Pi − Xij(k)

⃒
⃒, if r4 < 0.5,

Xij(k) + r1.cos(r2).
⃒
⃒r3Pi − Xij(k)

⃒
⃒, if r4 ≥ 0.5, (8)  

where key randomized parameters of SCA are denoted by notation r2, r3, and r4 as respectively segregated upon determined 
manoeuvre in approaching or distancing the destination reference through arbitrarily generated value spanning the scale of [0, 2π], 
randomized magnitude of weight for the destination reference as arbitrarily selected across the numerical range of [0, 2] towards 
confirming exiting gap to its contemporary location by arbitrarily accentuating or de-accentuating impact of the destination reference 
at respective notions of r3 > 1 and r3 < 1, and a value which falls within the range of [0, 1] in conforming arbitrary transition between 
both sine and cosine functions. Equilibrium between the exploration and exploitation phases is pursued by all control algorithms 
towards uncovering assuring search domain with optimized convergence approaching global optima. Such operation would be 
endorsed by parametric component of r1 within SCA by scheming sequential iterations of exploration and exploitation with accordance 
to equation as per the following: 

r1 = a − k
a

Kmax
, (9)  

where both contemporary iteration and the highest number of iterations are denoted by notations k and Kmax, respectively. Outlined 
statement, therefore, propelled SCA to undertake separate endeavours of exploring and exploiting the search domain upon respective 
condition of r1 > 1 and r1 ≤ 1 as Fig. 4. Thorough characteristics of this algorithm is then detailed in the previous work of [50]. 

2.2. Improved sine cosine algorithm (ISCA) 

Noteworthy benefits and applicability of the SCA approach towards resolution of various tuning issues have further accompanied 
apparent shortcomings of disequilibrium between undertaken exploration and exploitation processes, and potential trapping within 
the local optima. Such understanding then actuated a couple of propositions in the pursuit of algorithmic resolution towards enhanced 
control performance. 

Table 1 
Parameters of the DC-DC buck converter [49].  

Parameters Symbols Values 

DC voltage Vg 36 V 
Load resistance R 6 Ω 
Filter inductor L 1 mH 
Filter capacitor C 100 μF 
Steady-state duty cycle ratio D 1/3  

Fig. 3. Closed-loop transfer function of DC-DC buck converter with PID controller.  

Fig. 4. The effect of parameter r1 and exploration and exploitation phases [50].  
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2.3. Nonlinear equation of decreasing position-updated mechanism 

Contrasting the position of r1 within conventional SCA as the fundamental parametric component which progressively transforms 
revised operation across both exploring and exploiting endeavours, current proposition especially endorsed linear transition of said 
component with committed iterations proportionating the exploration and exploitation phases. Unfavourable aftereffect of an 
imbalanced exploration and exploitation distribution is hereby tackled following lowered precision of determined global optima 
through undue exploring, with lowered precision in undergone convergence through undue exploiting ensuing minimized potential of 
local optima avoidance. Nevertheless, such disequilibrium remained an elemental subset to numerous complicated engineering- 
related issues, whilst possibly restrained real-time feasibility of SCA under the recommended arrangement. Undertaken resolutions 
towards the aforementioned issues then pinpointed a need for revised equation of r1 in elevating practitioner’s resilience towards 
exploration and exploitation controls. Revised adaptation of r1 for the current study with direct referencing to [62] is then defined as 
per the following: 

r̂1 = a × sin
((

1 −
k

Kmax

)

×
π
2

)

+ β, (10)  

where notation a is being determined as the value 2, with β being a positive value coefficient. 
Convenient fabrication of exploration and exploitation operations by regulation of coefficient β is, therefore, achieved through 

revised computation of Eq. (10). Given plotted graphs in Fig. 5 which outlined both r1 and computed r̂1 under dissimilar β values, 
greater number of iterations has been generated by the latter equation over the unimproved equation across all positive β values. 
Nonlinearity is hereby exhibited from gradual decline of r̂1 between respective values of (a + β) and β prior the highest amount of 
iterations. Transformed proportion of iterations between both exploration and exploitation phases is then achieved through the current 
revision across initial optimization of coefficient β. An increased exploring endeavour from a higher β value for ̂r1, thus, allocates an 
extended interval for exploration beyond 65 % of maximized iterations at the expense of subsequent exploitation, vice versa. Given the 
optimistic outlook from [62] concerning feasibility of the revised r̂1 to an enhanced spectrum of real-time operations, optimized 
numerical preference to β would further ensure satisfactory equilibrium between both sequential phases in diminishing the primarily 
highlighted shortcomings. 

2.4. Average position updating mechanism 

Conventional SCA holds the negative potential of abrupt local optima entrapment by destination reference, P, without chances of 
withdrawal, whilst enraging possibility of hauling alternatively prevailed contemporary location of Xj towards the same domain. A 
chain reaction then ensues following local optima entrapment of former location, Xj, with simultaneous trapping of revised location, 
Xj(k + 1), within said domain. Such outcomes have been the mechanistic implementation of sine and cosine functions under multi-
plication of absolute error to destination reference, P, and contemporary location, Xj, towards positional revision of individual agent 
with respect to contemporary location, Xj. Uncovered shortcoming is hereby resolved by structural implementation which revises the 
average location by mean of renewing subsequent location of each search agent through employed average enclosing both components 
of contemporary location, Xij, and destination reference, Pi. Current alteration is then described as per the following: 

Aij(k) =
Xij(k) + Pi

2
. (11) 

Taken directly off previous work of [52], averaging of iteration in its entirety further substantiated the absence of specific 
circumstance in which such mechanism can be implemented. Surfaced benefit is nonchalantly showcased on supports directed by 
destination point, P, towards assisting the escape of agent cornered within the local optima for subsequent proceeding of its updated 
exploratory route. Nevertheless, algorithmic enhancement to both undertaken exploration and exploitation is presented by operational 
virtue where search agent possesses the ability to withdraw from a trapped local optimum amid consecutive iterations in pursuit of its 

Fig. 5. The comparison of parameter r̂1 with different values of β.  
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final iteration. Contemporaneously revised implementation of SCA by the above-described alterations is given as: 

Xij(k+ 1) =
{

Aij(k) + r1.sin(r2).
⃒
⃒r3Pi − Xij(k)

⃒
⃒, if r4 < 0.5

Aij(k) + r1.cos(r2).
⃒
⃒r3Pi − Xij(k)

⃒
⃒, if r4 ≥ 0.5. (12) 

Systematic illustration demonstrating clarified depiction of undertaken operation for a revised average location is further given in 
Fig. 6. Presented deliberation focuses a pre-specified contour plot which placed the two-dimensional location of agent j, with agent 
cornered within the local optima being represented by a red-coloured triangle, Xj. As such, exclusive directory from contemporary 
location of Xj by employment of the conventional SCA would diminish the agent’s probability for positional withdrawal from said 
domain. Such restraint is swiftly resolved by inclusion of structural operation from the renewed equation towards revising its average 
location, as per exhibited through the green-coloured rectangle, Aj. Existence of Aj then compelled Xj’s consequential probing of 
alternative exploratory route following aided withdrawal from its entrapment. Methodically sequenced through the procedure in 
Algorithm 1, improved SCA algorithm which goes by the name of Improved Sine Cosine Algorithm (ISCA), thus, integrates exceptional 
characteristics of an updated nonlinear equation and structural implementation for revised average location. 

2.5. Application of the proposed ISCA for PID controller for DC-DC buck converter 

Operationalization of the ISCA-PID controller as introduced within this study towards the DC-DC buck converter is explained 
within the current section. Employment of the ISCA algorithm typically endorsed the key purpose of parametric optimization for PID 
controller to achieve enhanced precision in operational outcomes. Currently attempted investigation further accounted comparable 
objective function to that of [49] which emphasized the specification of interval response known as the Figure of Demerit (FOD). Such 
objective function is further drawn as per the following: 

FOD = (1 − e− σ) ×
(
Mp +Ess

)
+ e− σ × (Ts +Tr), (13)  

where weighting coefficient as determined at 1 × 10− 5 is denoted by notation σ, with the maximum overshoot, steady-state error, and 
rise and settling times being simultaneously represented by respective notations of Mp, Ess, Ts, and Tr. Intended fulfilment of the 
operated system is then suggestively attainable by numerical modification to the weighting coefficient, σ, from the previously describe 
equation. Stated circumstance is hereby exemplified through specifying the weighting coefficient, σ, by adhering a designated range of 
(1×10− 5, 1×10− 4) in meeting system’s requirement for small Mp and reduced Ess [49]. Likewise, value of σ as given in [49] has been 
reflectively adopted within the current study. 

Comprehensive layout demonstrating employment and the flowchart of ISCA-PID to the DC-DC buck converter are subsequently 
exhibited in Figs. 7 and 8. Notably, the proposed ISCA algorithm would commence its operation through guidance from the objective 
function prior parametric optimization of the PID controller. Both objective function from Eq. (5) and the FOD function from Eq. (13) 
are hereby mapped by equalized function of fj = FOD. Theoretical groundwork, thus, sufficed the optimization approach from ISCA 
on location of the agent, Xj(k), following a diminished fj. Sequential ranking of fj as developed from individual Xj(k) is, nonetheless, 
necessitated to uncover the finest fj values, alongside their respective location, Xj(k), or better goes by the destination reference of P. 
Eq. (12) is further employed towards a revised agent location, Xj(k), with conforming updated parameters governing the PID controller 
within subsequent iteration. Described mechanism in its entirety shall continuously persist prior the highest number of iterations. 
Fragmentary steps encompassing the process is then summarized by: 

3. Experimental results and discussion 

Acquired findings centring robustness of DC-DC buck converter with implementation of the proposed ISCA-PID controller are 
deliberated within the current section. In accordance to the evaluative criteria as outlined below, comparison was made between 
performances of the proposed approach and preceding controllers of SCA-PID, AEONM-PID, AEO-PID, PSO-PID, and DE-PID [49]. 

Fig. 6. Graphical representation of the average position updating mechanism.  
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1. Generated step response from the DC-DC buck converter was analysed from the aspects of peak value, overshoot, rise and settling 
times, and steady-state error.  

2. Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test and box plot corresponding FOD function were employed to assess the non-parametric statistics through a 
total of 25 individual trials.  

3. Indices corresponding time-domain integral-error-performance were compared on respective basis of integral of absolute error 
(IAE), integral of squared error (ISE), integral of time-weighted absolute error (ITAE), and integral of time-weighted squared error 
(ITSE). Each measurement of performance is mathematically composed as per the following: 

ISE =

∫ts

0

(
ΔVo(t) − ΔVref(t)

)2 dt, (14)  

IAE =

∫ts

0

⃒
⃒ΔVo(t) − ΔVref(t)

⃒
⃒ dt, (15)  

Algorithm 1 
Proposed ISCA algorithm.  

1. Establish criteria for primary parameters: Upper and lower bounds (ub and lb), population size N (total search agents), maximized iterations (Kmax), and 
coefficients a and β. 

2. Arbitrarily load the location of individual search agent Xj (j = 1,2, ..., N) 
3. Assess objective function fj(Xj(k)), whilst identify destination reference P.
4. for k = 1 : Kmax 

5. revise r̂1 using Eq. (10) 
6. for i = 1 : d 
7. for j= 1 : N 
8. Separately generate arbitrary values for r2, r3, r4 

9. Acquire the revised location Xij(k+1) by employment of Eq. (12) using the updated r̂1 

10. end for 
11. end for 
12. Assess objective function fj(Xj(k + 1))
13. if fj(Xj(k + 1)) < f(P)
14. P = Xj(k + 1)
15. end if 
16. end for 
17. Return P best solution acquired thus far  

Fig. 7. DC-DC buck converter system with ISCA-PID controller.  
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Fig. 8. The flowchart of the DC-DC buck converter system with a PID controller tuned by suggested ISCA.  
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ITSE =

∫ts

0

t
( (

ΔVo(t) − ΔVref(t)
)2 )

dt, (16)  

ITAE =

∫ts

0

t
⃒
⃒ΔVo(t) − ΔVref(t)

⃒
⃒ dt, (17)   

where the final simulation interval is denoted by ts.  

1. Bode plot as employed to analyse frequency reaction through appraised stability of the closed-loop system.  
2. Efficacy of the DC-DC buck converter system as analysed against circumstance of parametric uncertainties. 

Outlined components from [49] including total agents, maximum iterations, as well as the upper and lower bounds were identically 
appointed across the investigated algorithm-based PID approaches to ensure both validity and equality of undertaken performance 
appraisals. Such values were especially determined at Kmax = 50 and N = 24 for both maximum number of iterations and total agents, 
with upper and lower bounds for parameters of the PID controllers being adopted as per Table 2. a = 2 and β = 0.03 were further 
employed as coefficients to the proposed control algorithm. Such coefficients were then used to examine presented efficacy of ISCA in 
overcoming the impact of randomization under 25 individual trials. Predetermined standard of ΔVref = 3 V under final simulation 
interval of ts = 10− 5s was simultaneously accounted as reference voltage change of the current study. 

3.1. Step response analysis 

The current study specifically deliberates analysis conducted on time response as generated by DC-DC buck converter with 
implementation of the ISCA-PID controller. Importance of the analysis is founded on uncovering both speed and steady-state error to 
the system’s output voltage response. Comparison was proceeded between efficacy of the proposed controller and alternative PID- 
based algorithms as recently introduced towards performance optimization of DC-DC buck converter. Plotted convergence curve 
corresponding the best FOD function of ISCA-PID from 25 individual trials has been exhibited in Fig. 9. Showcased outcomes 
adequately demonstrate competency of the proposed controller towards minimization of FOD function from Eq. (13) towards 
enhanced parametric optimization of the PID controller. Finest parametric values as determined for PID controller through employ-
ment of the proposed algorithm with respect to 25 individual trials against preceding algorithmic approaches are further outlined in 
Table 3. 

Fig. 10 subsequently demonstrates recorded output voltage from the DC-DC buck converter in term of comparative transient and 
steady-state responses through implementation of SCA-PID and ISCA-PID, alongside preceding controllers of AEONM-PID, AEO-PID, 
PSO-PID, and DE-PID [49]. Arithmetic outputs for the components of peak value, percentage of overshoot, rise and settling times, and 
steady-state error are then comparatively tabulated in Table 4. While collective results fundamentally proposed steady responses at the 
absence of overshoot and steady-state error from each examined algorithm-based PID approaches, ISCA-PID controller as per currently 
introduced has further superseded performance of other alternatives on the shortest rise and settling times. Enhanced precision against 
preceding approaches further corroborated ISCA-PID as the better controller towards excellent operational response. 

3.2. Statistical performance analysis 

The current subsection set to compare athematic results centring statistical outcomes from FOD function of the DC-DC buck 
converter through implementation of ISCA-PID and its preceding algorithm-based PID approaches. Acquired values for the best, mean 
and standard deviation of FOD function across 25 individual trials through implementation of the currently examined controllers are 
further itemized in Table 5. Presented findings hereby exhibit the lowest best, mean and standard deviation values from the proposed 
ISCA-PID controller over its predecessors. As such, evaluated outcomes support the efficacy of ISCA-PID across majority of the 
attempted trials towards pinpointing of optimal parametric values for the DC-DC buck converter. 

Boxplots specifying FOD function of independent algorithm as examined within the current study across 25 independent trials are 
subsequently outlined in Fig. 11. Herewith, both the lowest and highest values retained are respectively represented by the dis-
continued, black-colored lines stretched from lower and upper sides of the box which go by the name of whiskers, with the median for 

Table 2 
Upper bound and lower bound of PID controller [49].  

Parameter Lower bound, (lb) Upper bound, (ub)

Kp 1 50 
Ki 0.01 10 
Kd 0.001 0.01  
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Fig. 9. Convergence curve of the best objective function from 25 trials.  

Table 3 
Optimal PID controller parameters.  

Algorithm Kp Ki Kd 

ISCA-PID (proposed) 17.0320 7.09308 0.01000 
SCA-PID 17.0304 0.0100 0.01000 
AEONM-PID [49] 16.8278 1.1742 0.00992 
AEO-PID [49] 33.1153 7.9506 0.00943 
PSO-PID [49] 37.1502 3.7225 0.00821 
DE-PID [49] 27.6235 1.3043 0.00873  

Fig. 10. Output voltage responses comparisons of the DC-DC buck converter system.  

Table 4 
Output voltage response performance for different algorithm-based PID controllers.  

Algorithm Peak value (V) Overshoot (%) Rise time (s) Settling time (s) Steady-state error (V) 

ISCA-PID (proposed) 3.0000 0 6.10317754E-07 1.08660835E-06 0 
SCA-PID 3.0000 0 6.10317836E-07 1.08660891E-06 0 
AEONM-PID [49] 3.0000 0 6.1519E-07 1.0954 E-06 0 
AEO-PID [49] 3.0000 0 6.4613E-07 1.1454 E-06 0 
PSO-PID [49] 3.0000 0 7.4122E-07 1.3093 E-06 0 
DE-PID [49] 3.0013 0.0438 6.9808E-07 1.2381 E-06 0  

Table 5 
The statistical performance value of the FOD function of the proposed ISCA-PID controller compared to other algorithm-based PID controllers.  

Algorithm Best Mean Standard deviation 

ISCA-PID (proposed) 4.7627E-07 4.7627E-07 6.8515E-12 
SCA-PID 4.7627E-07 4.7628E-07 3.8511E-11 
AEONM-PID [49] 4.8016E-07 4.9563E-07 1.4493E-08 
AEO-PID [49] 4.9920E-07 5.1693E-07 1.6234E-08 
PSO-PID [49] 5.6805E-07 5.8939E-07 1.5587E-08 
DE-PID [49] 5.6191E-07 5.8340E-07 1.9324E-08  
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each algorithm being further represented by red-colored line crossing the internal section of each box. Identified outliers beyond the 
lowest and highest retained values are then independently represented by an intersected symbol within the collective diagram. 
Relatively shorter interquartile ranges for the boxplots as developed by both SCA-PID and ISCA-PID, therefore, verified the controllers’ 
performance superiority against other preceding alternatives. Magnified evaluations on the prevailed controllers further demonstrated 
the distributive excellence of ISCA-PID over its conventional version. Operational outcomes with comparatively higher consistency 
from ISCA-PID ultimately backed the current stipulation on an enhanced maneuver and precision across majority of the attempted 
trials against other examined control alternatives. 

Additional outlook then appraised the acquired results from Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test corresponding FOD function across the 
proposed ISCA-PID method and other preceding controllers as examined within this study with adhering a significance level of 5 %. 
Unachieved by other algorithm-based control approaches, numerical findings as tabulated in Table 6 essentially exhibit a p-value 
smaller than 0.05 through implementation of the ISCA-PID controller. Such discovery, thus, recognized greater significance for FOD 
function from ISCA-PID over the preceding approaches of SCA-PID, AEONM-PID, AEO-PID, PSO-PID and DE-PID. 

3.3. Comparison of time-domain integral-error-performance 

The current subsection compared the proposed ISCA-PID controller to other algorithm-based PID approaches as underlined within 
this study on the ground of operational error by common virtue of integral square error (ISE), integral absolute error (IAE), integral of 
the time squared error (ITSE), and integral of the absolute error weighted over time (ITAE). Evaluation towards each approach was 
attempted by computation of operational indicators as specified within Eq. (10) to Eq. (12) following optimized parametric values of 
the controllers as stated in Table 3 under the designated simulation interval of ts = 10− 5 s. Outlined findings of each algorithm-based 
PID controller in Fig. 12 then shows smaller outputs for both ISCA-PID and its unimproved method against other examined control 
alternatives with respect to collective error-related domains of ISE, IAE, ITSE and ITAE. Comparative evaluation through tabulated 
information in Table 7 further distinguished ISCA-PID as the best approach across examined algorithmic methods in light of its lowest 
value of outputs. 

3.4. Frequency response analysis 

The current subsection compared Bode plots as developed from the DC-DC buck converter by implementation of SCA-PID and ISCA- 
PID against earlier PID-based approaches being examined within this study in comparatively assessing the operational stability as 
exerted by a closed-loop structure by employment of the proposed approach to that of its algorithmic predecessors. Nevertheless, 
Fig. 13 specifically illustrates both magnitude and phase plots corresponding Bode diagram for ISCA-PID, with comprehensive 

Fig. 11. Box plot of the FOD function produced by different algorithm-based PID controllers.  

Table 6 
Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test of the FOD function for ISCA-PID and other algorithm-based PID controllers.  

Algorithm ISCA-PID vs 
SCA-PID AEONM-PID [49] AEO-PID [49] PSO-PID [49] DE-PID [49] 

p-value 8.5725E-06 1.5821E-14 1.5821E-14 1.5821E-14 1.4144E-09  
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Fig. 12. Comparison of the (a) ISE performance index, (b) IAE performance index, (c) ITSE performance index and (d) ITAE performance index 
produced by different algorithm-based PID controllers [49]. 
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performance outputs enclosing gain and phase margins, as well as bandwidth from each examined PID-based approaches being further 
tabulated in Table 8. Having observed comparable results on the component of gain margin across all examined algorithmic ap-
proaches, ISCA-PID has markedly outshined its predecessors on counts of a greater bandwidth. Such revelation essentially endorsed the 
superior response efficacy of DC-DC buck converter towards incoming frequency by implementation of the proposed ISCA-PID 
controller. 

3.5. Disturbance rejection analysis 

Crucial trait accompanying an effectively manoeuvred system further suggested the ability to counteract unforeseen disturbances. 
Robustness of the DC-DC buck converter with separate implementation of ISCA-PID and its preceding PID-based approaches was, 
therefore, appraised within the current subsection under the influence of external disturbance. Achieved by replicating the formerly 
simulated appraisal with presence of signalled disturbance, equivalent block diagram centring the DC-DC buck converter facing the 
currently investigated circumstance is further demonstrated in Fig. 14, with amplitude of signalled disturbance as exhibited in Fig. 15 
being contemporaneously determined at a value of 0.5. Operated simulation then applied said disturbance at ΔVref = 0 V to imitate 
transformed load within an actual occurrence of power electronics, with acquired findings for the proposed controller and its algo-
rithmic predecessors being collectively tabulated in Fig. 16. Comparative evaluation hereby substantiated a shorter settling interval by 
both ISCA-PID and SCA-PID at identical outcome of 1.0865E-06 s over other examined control alternatives of AEONM-PID, AEO-PID, 
DE-PID and PSO-PID at respective outcome of 1.052E-06 s, 1.1525E-06 s, 1.2449E-06 s and 1.3241E-06 s. Generated findings, thus, 
verified the overshadowing competency of ISCA-PID and SCA-PID against their PID-based counterparts within operational domain of 
disturbance rejection. 

Table 7 
Comparison of difference errors, ISE, IAE, ITSE, and ITAE produced by different algorithm-based PID controllers.   

ISCA-PID SCA-PID AEONM-PID [49] AEO-PID [49] PSO-PID [49] DE-PID [49] 

ISE 1.25052756E-06 1.25052762E-06 1.26010000E-06 1.32490000E-06 1.52110000E-06 1.43120000E-06 
IAE 8.32766456E-07 8.32766649E-07 8.40190000E-07 8.92190000E-07 1.02950000E-06 9.61340000E-07 
ITSE 1.73528446E-13 1.73528476E-13 1.76420000E-13 1.94930000E-13 2.56950000E-13 2.27450000E-13 
ITAE 2.29998998E-13 2.29999235E-13 2.36550000E-13 3.22757000E-13 4.61530000E-13 3.60570000E-13  

Fig. 13. Bode plot of the proposed ISCA-SPID controller.  

Table 8 
Stability measure comparison of different algorithm-based PID controllers.   

Gain margin (dB) Phase margin (deg) Bandwidth (Hz)

ISCA-PID infinite 180 3.5916Eþ06 
SCA-PID infinite 180 3.5915E+06 
AEONM-PID [49] infinite 180 3.5628E+06 
AEO-PID [49] infinite 178.1149 3.3886E+06 
PSO-PID [49] Infinite 177.4863 2.9515E+06 
DE-PID [49] Infinite 178.2405 3.1369E+06  
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3.6. Parameter uncertainties analysis 

Experimentation centring parametric uncertainties was hereby operationalized in assessing the competency of ISCA-PID controller 
towards managing transformative parametric dissimilarities of the examined DC-DC buck converter. A parameter uncertainties 
analysis was, therefore, conducted by specifying respective range of − 20 % and + 20 %, and − 10 % and +10 % as the parameters for 
L and C to observe the step response of DC-DC buck converter through separate implementation of each investigated algorithm-based 
PID approach from its comprehensive aspects of peak value, overshoot, rise and settling times, and steady-state error. Tabulated results 
in Table 9 have essentially exhibited an unchanged peak value, overshoot and steady-state error through application of ISCA-PID under 
the smallest rise and settling times upon facing altered parametric values of L and C. Such outcomes, thus, sufficed a uniformly 
satisfactory response from the proposed method against encountered irregularities across parameters of the DC-DC buck converter. 

4. Conclusion 

The current study set to optimize parametric values of PID controller as employed within the DC-DC buck converter through 
implementation of an Improved Sine Cosine Algorithm (ISCA). Optimization of the employed controller was especially undertaken 
through two separate alterations to the conventional Sine Cosine Algorithm (SCA). Enhanced efficacy was successively achieved from 
the ISCA approach by virtue of the smallest rise (6.10317754E-07) and settling times (1.08660835E-06) under an excellent FOD value. 
Such outcomes are further substantiated by improved statistical results on both counts of Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test and box plots 
analysis. Diminished values for the components of ISE (1.25052756E-6), IAE (8.32766456E-7), ITSE (1.73528446E-13) and ITAE 
(2.29998998E-13) upon facing an array of dissimilar operational circumstances against preceding algorithm-based PID controllers 
then conformed the proposed approach as a comparatively superior optimizing alternative. Likewise, satisfactory results have been 
recorded for responses exhibited by the method towards frequency from the examined system within a Bode plot simulation. 

Fig. 14. DC-DC buck converter with the existence of disturbance D(s).  

Fig. 15. Disturbance signal, D(s).  

Fig. 16. System response with disturbance.  
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Conducted analysis on both disturbance rejection and parameter uncertainties subsequently demonstrated progressive refitting of the 
employed ISCA-PID controller towards disturbance signals and detected transitions across parameters of the SC-SC buck converter. 
Collective findings on greater precision and stability essentially braced admirable compatibility of ISCA-PID towards numerous 
controlling functions over other existing algorithm-based PID approaches. Promising effects as posited by the currently endorsed 
alterations on conventional SCA further showcased compelling applicability in resolving comparable setbacks of other optimization 
approaches. Nevertheless, validated proficiency of the proposed ISCA method is, nonetheless, applicable towards overcoming wide 
range of real-time issues spanning various engineering-related operations such as DC motor speed control, automatic voltage regulator, 
power system stabilizer and so on. Therefore, for future research direction, the performance of the proposed ISCA-PID may be further 
improved by upgrading the flexibility of flexibility to control the exploration and exploitation phases. Secondly, the ISCA can be 
hybridized with other algorithms to improve its performance. Hence, a more general class of DC-DC Buck controller can be obtained 
while the control accuracy is improved. 
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